
charming party
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

—like candles, napkins and mirrors—with our 
stunning collection of charms, beads, rhinestones 

and more! Oh so chic ideas ahead!



CHARM IN 
CHARM

Every gorgeous tablescape starts with 
a few essentials—whether you’re 

decorating for a wedding shower, a 
holiday dinner or Saturday breakfast. So 

to make the occasion ultra special, just 
take those basics up a notch with dangly 
jewels, metal pendants, sparkly crystals 

and hints of fabric.

THOUGHT 
BAUBLE 
Add beads, crystals and bits of white lace to a stark wire votive holder, 
and you have a look that crosses romance with utility—and it works.

JEWEL 
RUNNINGS
Burlap is a must on a shabby sweet 
table. But we glammed it up a bit with 
a dainty strip of jewelry-embellished 
fabric and a dances-in-the-light 
brooch. And just like that, a little burlap 
became an über-classy table runner.



STAR FLOWER
Elevate sweet treats—and we mean that literally—by 

arranging them on a made-to-order dessert pedestal. 
All it takes is a rose-dotted mirror, a creamy dreamy 

candleholder and a handful of beads.

SWEET BEADS
Sure, you could leave the mirror as is—it comes ringed with roses. But 
where’s the fun in that? For a delightfully DIY look, add a different bead or 
bauble to the center of each flower. It doesn’t get any sweeter than that!

FIT TO BE FLY
Let your creativity take flight on these personalized place settings. To make this buzzing beauty, we simply 
glued a dragonfly brooch to an antique spoon handle pendant. But we’ve got a dazzling array of brooches, 
pendants and other pretties to choose from, so you can make every napkin ring as unique as your guests.

ON A ROLL
Make napkin rings from cup chain-embellished fabric strands (sold ready to go) and metal flower pendants. Then 
display in a no-frills wire basket.



DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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METAL 
MASH-UP
Industrial glam. It’s 
about hard-meets-soft, 
fancy-meets-factory, and 
metal-meets-chic—and 
jewelry components are a 
great way to get the look 
at home. This hanging 
lamp was made with 
a pendant light kit, a 
metal wastebasket, some 
aluminum sheeting and 
twelve ornate crystal 
brooches.

DANGLE ANGLE
Use wire cutters to remove the pins from these 
ultra-glamorous brooches. Then secure them to the 
wastebasket with jewelry wire. Tip: If your brooches seem 
loose or wobbly after they’re attached, use clear thread to 
better anchor them to the lamp.


